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We report experimentally obtained magnetic domain wall (DW) velocities of current-assisted

field-driven DW creep in perpendicularly magnetized Pt/Co/Pt. We have intentionally introduced

an asymmetry in the stacks by using different thicknesses of the two Pt layers sandwiching the Co

layer. Thereby, it is tested whether conflicting current-induced domain wall motion (CI-DWM)

results may be intrinsically related to the basic layout and growth. We sketch a scenario which

could be at the basis of contradicting reports in literature where the direction of CI-DWM conflicts

with spin-torque-transfer theory, allowing the sign of the current-induced effect on DW motion to

be tuned. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4732083]

Manipulation of the magnetization of ferromagnets

through torques induced by spin-polarized currents is a rap-

idly evolving research field. This is due to the prospect of

devices with reduced size and energy consumption.1,2 An

actively investigated topic is current-induced domain wall

motion (CI-DWM)3–5 in perpendicularly magnetized

materials.5–8 These materials exhibit narrow and simple

Bloch-type domain walls (DWs) predicted to enhance the

interaction with spin-polarized currents.9–11 The archetypal

material for CI-DWM in perpendicularly magnetized materi-

als are Pt/Co (multi)-layers. Over the last years, many exper-

imental reports have appeared on the CI effects on DWM

(Refs. 5–8) in these systems, and even prototype DW shift

registers have been demonstrated.12 There are, however, fun-

damental contradicting results between the experimental

observations and the predictions from theory behind the

spin-transfer-torque (STT) used to explain CI-DWM. Using

simple macroscopic arguments based on approximate spin

conservation one expects that the DW always moves in the

direction of the spin current, which, in the case of positive

spin polarization, would be against the electrical current and

with the flow of electrons.7,13 There are, however, conflicting

reports where the CI-DWM motion is, very surprisingly, in

the direction of the electrical current.8,12,14,15 A possible ex-

planation could be a negative spin-polarization.16 However,

this would mean that the spin-polarization varies strongly

between nearly identical material systems which is very

unlikely.

To address these issues we studied CI-DWM in Pt/Co/Pt

stacks by intentionally varying the Pt layer thicknesses. Our

experiment showed a decisive role of the Pt/Co/Pt stack ge-

ometry, which cannot be understood using the classical STT

description of CI-DWM. We will propose that this incoher-

ence can be due to growth-induced irregularities of the Pt/Co

interfaces or a completely different interpretation of the phe-

nomenon. Indeed, in the presence of heavy elements like Pt

and/or structural inversion asymmetry, spin-orbit torques can

be significant as was, e.g., shown in Pt/Co/AlOx due to a

Rashba field8,17–19 and in Ta/CoFeB containing multilayers

due to the spin Hall effect.20 We believe that the current

experiments will contribute to a further understanding of the

origin of DW manipulation in perpendicularly magnetized

strips, which in turn is key for future implementation of

current-induced magnetization manipulation in spintronics

devices.

We have chosen to investigate field-driven current-

assisted DW motion in Pt/Co/Pt stacks where we have varied

the Pt layer thicknesses: SiO2//Pt(4)/Co(0.6)/Pt(2), SiO2//

Pt(3)/Co(0.6)/Pt(3), and SiO2//Pt(2)/Co(0.6)/Pt(4), all thick-

nesses given in nm. We will from now on label these sam-

ples indicating only the Pt layers as Pt4/Co/Pt2, Pt3/Co/Pt3,

and Pt2/Co/Pt4, respectively. A typical device is shown in

Fig. 1(a), where the Pt/Co/Pt layers are prepared by DC mag-

netron sputtering on Si substrates with a 100 nm thermally

grown SiO2 layer. The structures are pattered into 900 nm

wide strips using electron beam lithography (EBL) and Ar

ion milling. The strips are electrically connected with Ti/Au

electrodes using EBL and lift-off. The capital letters indicate

the components of the device: Contacts indicated by (A) are

used to inject an AC (detection) and/or a DC offset current

into the magnetic wire. (B) Pulse line electrically isolated

from the magnetic wire by a 20 nm thick SiO2 layer (dark

square). The pulse line is used to create a DW in the mag-

netic strip by the Oersted field of a large injected current

pulse. (C) 10 nm thick 1 lm wide Pt lines spaced 20 lm apart

on top of the magnetic strip, locally probing the magnetiza-

tion state of the strip by the anomalous Hall effect. The devi-

ces are placed in a He-flow cryostat where the temperature is

actively controlled to T¼ 300 6 1 K. The procedure to mea-

sure the DW velocity can be found in Ref. 21. The current

density J is determined by dividing the injected DC current

into the strip by the cross-sectional area of the wire.

Having different Pt thicknesses above and below the

Co-layer but keeping the total stack thickness constant will

allow us to investigate the effect of structural asymmetry on

current-induced effects. In Figs. 1(b)–1(d), these samples are

a)Present address: Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge, JJ

Thompson Avenue, Cambridge CB3 0HE, United Kingdom. Electronic

mail: rl433@cam.ac.uk.
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schematically illustrated together with two direct consequen-

ces of this approach. First, the different bottom Pt thick-

nesses, grown directly on the substrate, result in a different

interface quality with the Co layer,22,23 schematically illus-

trated by the different colors at the Pt/Co interface. Second,

when a current is passed through such a tri-layer stack a dif-

ferent current density distribution is expected. We calculated

the distribution for our stacks using the model of Cormier

et al.24 and the results are shown below the stack-

illustrations. We will refer to these scenarios when discus-

sing the experimental results.

In Figs. 2(a)–2(c), the average DW velocity �v as a func-

tion of drive field Hz is shown for different current densities

J¼ 0 (black), J¼ 3.4 � 1011 (blue), and J¼ 5.1 � 1011 (red)

A/m2 and current directions. Every point is the average of 20

measurements, the error bars indicate the standard deviation.

The high perpendicular magnetic anisotropy of the Pt/Co/Pt

layers leads to narrow Bloch DWs which are easily pinned at

structural inhomogeneities. This leads to the well-known

thermally assisted DW creep motion: logðvÞ / H�1=4
z =ðkBTÞ

at low Hz, where kBT is the thermal energy.25 Hence, when

logð�vÞ is plotted versus ðl0HzÞ�1=4
one expects a linear de-

pendence as is seen in Fig. 2. The deviation from a linear

behavior at high Hz and J is attributed to a transition to the

so-called flow regime where the creep-scaling is no longer

valid.26 Note that with decreasing bottom Pt thickness, a

lower Hz is needed to drive the DWs with an identical veloc-

ity indicating a decreasing pinning strength for a thinner bot-

tom Pt layer. On injecting a current, we observe that the

overall DW velocity increases. This is primarily due to Joule

heating increasing the thermally assisted DWM.

What is surprising, however, is that we observe a differ-

ent increase in �v for identical current densities but with op-
posite polarity. In the case of Pt4/Co/Pt2 [Fig. 2(a)], the

increase in DW velocity is higher when the current flows in
the same direction as the DWM (filled symbols). On the con-

trary, in Pt2/Co/Pt4 [Fig. 2(c)] the DW velocity increase is

higher when the current flow is opposing the DWM (open

symbols). Moreover, in the symmetric Pt3/Co/Pt3 sample

[Fig. 2(b)] the difference is small. Apparently, there should

be an additional CI-DWM effect since the conventional STT

alone cannot explain the CI-sign change between Pt4/Co/Pt2
and Pt2/Co/Pt4.

To rule out the effect of an Oersted field, we have per-

formed identical measurements but now we only reverse the

magnetic drive field direction l0Hz. If the z-component of

the Oersted fields of the injected DC currents would be re-

sponsible for the effect, we would expect that on reversing

the drive field direction the observed current-assisted DW

velocity enhancement would also change. In Fig. 3, we show

the average DW velocity as a function of current density jJj
for constant jl0Hzj ¼ 21 mT for both polarities in Pt4/Co/Pt2.

Again, we can see the overall velocity increases with current

density as attributed to Joule heating. However, for both drive

field directions, the DW moves faster when the current is

flowing in the direction of DWM indicating that the Oersted

fields cannot be responsible for the observed sign change. The

y-component of the Oersted field has been calculated using fi-

nite element calculations in COMSOL with as input the cur-

rent density distributions as shown in Figs. 1(b)–1(d) with an

integrated total current density as in the experiments. The

maximum field at the magnetic layer was calculated to be

�1 mT. We have verified that such a Hy field cannot explain

the observed behavior using a simple one-dimensional DW

(1D) model and full micro-magnetic simulations.

To rule out any temperature effects as a cause of the

effect we have performed constant sample temperature

measurements. In these measurements, we measure the

FIG. 1. (a) Typical device used for all measure-

ments (see text). (b)–(d) Schematic illustrations of

the used layers stacks, the different Pt/Co interface

qualities depending on the bottom Pt layer thick-

ness and calculated current-density distributions in

the stacks.

262408-2 Lavrijsen et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 100, 262408 (2012)
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increase in temperature due to the injected current by relat-

ing the resistance increase (4-point) due to the injected DC

current J to the temperature dependence of the resistance.

We compensate for this temperature rise by cooling down

the cryostat; for the details of the experiment we refer to

Boulle et al.6 The result is shown in Fig. 2(d) for Pt2/Co/Pt4.

We observe that the DW velocity either increases or

decreases symmetrically relative to the purely field driven

case (J¼ 0), which unambiguously shows that the CI-effect

changes sign relative to the pure field-driven DWM (J¼ 0),

inline with earlier observations. The result is the same for

the Pt4/Co/Pt2 structure (not shown) but with reversed polar-

ity, i.e., now the positive current increases the DW velocity,

as was seen in Fig. 2.

As seen in Fig. 2, there is a lower DW pinning strength

in Pt2/Co/Pt4 compared to Pt4/Co/Pt2, i.e., a lower drive field

Hz is needed for an identical DW velocity due to the differ-

ent bottom Pt thicknesses giving different pinning

strengths.22,23 To show that this difference in DW pinning

strength is not responsible for the observed change in the

STT we have performed constant sample temperatures DW

velocity measurements on a Pt4/Co68B32/Pt2 sample. This

sample has the same Pt layer asymmetry as Pt4/Co/Pt2 but a

strongly reduced DW pinning due to the boron doped (32 at.

%) Co.27 The results are shown in Fig. 2(e), where we indeed

observe a similar CI-sign behavior as in Pt4/Co/Pt2, i.e., the

DW velocity increases when the current flows in the same

direction as the DWM indicated by the arrows. Hence, we

conclude that the DW pinning strength is not the cause of the

CI-sign change between Pt4/Co/Pt2 and Pt2/Co/Pt4, and

therefore should have a different origin.

When one compares our stacks with inverted Pt thick-

ness, one should realize that based on symmetry arguments

only, there is no basic difference between the two configura-

tions: a DW moving from left to right in a Pt4/Co/Pt2 by field

and current should in principle have the same DW speed

when it is moving from right to left in the structurally

inverted Pt2/Co/Pt4 when changing field and current

FIG. 2. Average DW velocity of 20

measurements plotted as a function of

applied field for (J ¼ 0, 63.4� 1011,

65.1� 1011 A/m2), the error bars indi-

cate the standard deviation. Results

obtained in: (a) Pt4/Co/Pt2, (b) Pt3/Co/

Pt3, (c) Pt2/Co/Pt4, (d) Pt2/Co/Pt4 with

constant sample temperature, and (e) Pt4/

Co68B32/Pt2 with constant sample tem-

perature. The blue and red filled sym-

bols/solid line (open symbols/dashed

line) correspond to the current flowing

with (against) the direction of DWM, to

the right, as indicated by the arrows in

Fig. 1(d). Note that the top-axis scale is

non-linear.

262408-3 Lavrijsen et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 100, 262408 (2012)
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direction. This means that the present results of a change in

CI-sign change between Pt4/Co/Pt2 and Pt4/Co/Pt2 could be

related to growth-induced differences which are lifting the

structural inversion symmetry of the two systems. In turn,

these growth-induced effects are then responsible for altered

interface regions underneath and on top of the cobalt, or

even changes in the magnetization of the cobalt itself, all

affecting the spin-current-induced torques acting on the local

Co magnetization in a CI-DWM experiment. Following

these arguments, the sign change between positive and nega-

tive contributions to the CI-DWM then incidentally takes

place at a Pt bottom layer thickness of around �3 nm, as

shown by the data in Fig. 2(b).

However, recent reports on CI-effects in Pt/Co/AlOx and

Pt/Co/Al evidenced that the strong spin-orbit coupling in the

Pt layer is responsible for a torque on the Co magnetization.

The origin of this effect is still under debate, and can be due

to either the Rashba-torque19 at the Pt/Co interface or the

spin Hall current20 injected from the Pt layers. In these

reports, it is shown that the resulting torque tends to stabilize

the up (down) orientation of the magnetization, depending

on the sign of the current and of the magnetization projection

on the direction of the current (x-axis in our reference sys-

tem, see Fig. 1(a)).

In our structures, due to the presence of a bottom and

top Pt layer, there are two competing sources of spin-orbit

torque. This would result in different spin-orbit torque ampli-

tude from the bottom and top layer, and net non-zero torque

on the magnetization. Further support for the interpretation

of using the spin-orbit torque can be found by looking at the

current distribution in the Pt/Co/Pt stacks as calculated in

Fig. 1. Relating this to our asymmetric Pt4/Co/Pt2 and Pt2/

Co/Pt4 stacks the spin-orbit torque of the thicker Pt layer

would then be dominating over the thinner Pt layer and in

the symmetric Pt3/Co/Pt3 the effective spin-orbit torque

would cancel. This would qualitatively explain the results

presented in Fig. 2, where we find a CI-sign change between

Pt4/Co/Pt2 and Pt2/Co/Pt4 and no effect in Pt3/Co/Pt3.

Based on a spin-orbit torque interpretation on the CI-

DWM, we will now try to shed light on the discrepancy in

literature where CI-DWM is either in the direction of current

or opposing the electric current direction. The discrepancy

can be explained by taking into account the buffer layers

below and above the magnetic layer(s). For example, in a

Ta(5)/Pt(2.5)/Co(0.3)/Pt(1.5) stack12,15 with a thicker under-

layer, pure CI-DWM is observed to be in the direction of

current corresponding to our Pt4/Co/Pt2. In the case of

Pt(2.8 nm)/Co(0.5 nm)/Pt(1.0)/Co(0.5)/Pt(1.0),7 the field

driven DW-creep is more efficient when the current opposes

the DWM direction in-line with the current belief that the

CI-DWM is in the direction of the electron flow. One could

argue that their stack is asymmetric in the thickness of the Pt

layers relative to the two Co layers, similar to the previous

case, but the situation is more complicated due to the multi-

layered stack where the magnetization in the two layers is

coupled.28 The experiments on Pt/Co/AlOx (Refs. 8, 17–19)

showed that CI-DWM is in the direction of current flow

which is qualitatively in line with our observations in Pt4/

Co/Pt2. Pt4/Co/Pt2 has a similar stack-asymmetry as Pt/Co/

AlOx leading to a concentrated current in the bottom Pt

layer/bottom interface. From the discussion above, it is clear

that no firm conclusions can be drawn when comparing the

direction of CI-DWM between our present data and the (lim-

ited) reports available in literature. However, the overall

trends we have indicated do seem to support our conjecture

that a specific (a)symmetry in stacking these perpendicular

materials is key to the experimental observations. We hope

that this work may initiate further experimental and theoreti-

cal work to unravel the detailed origin of these intriguing

sign changes in domain-wall motion.

We reported the experimental observation of field-

driven current-assisted DWM. Surprisingly, the DW velocity

as function of field and current depends on the (a)symmetry

of the Pt/Co/Pt stack by changing the thickness of the bottom

and top Pt layer, and is discussed in terms of the induced

structural inversion (a)symmetry related to growth and/or

spin-orbit torques. The possibility to tune CI-sign in the

current-assisted field-driven DWM in the widely used arche-

typical perpendicularly magnetized material Pt/Co/Pt will

greatly help the interpretation and implementation of

current-induced magnetization manipulation in devices

based on perpendicular magnetized materials.
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